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World War II accelerated the arrival of non-indigenous persons to Arnhem Land in the Northern Territory of Australia. The new military presence led to the (unequal) employment of Yolngu labour throughout the region. But the hitherto principal non-Indigenous residents of Arnhem Land – missionaries – begrudged the military’s company because it diminished their influence over Yolngu. As such, missionaries attempted to limit and regulate interracial contact for fear it would disrupt their assimilationist goals. This chapter scrutinises missionary aims in Arnhem Land from their arrival in the early twentieth century through the Second World War. The analysis focuses primarily on missionaries’ reactions to soldiers because their attitudes highlight assimilation(ism)’s primary agenda – to shape Yolngu into a subclass beholden principally to missionaries, rather than equal citizens of white Australia.
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World War II marked a drastic shift for northern Australia. In December 1941, what had previously been a sparsely settled wilderness suddenly became the frontline in the nation’s defence against Japan. From February 1942, when Japan initiated the first of many raids on Darwin, the Northern Territory was on high alert. In recent decades the Japanese attacks on Darwin have received increasing interest but still remain on the periphery of mainstream World War II history. What earns even less attention, however, is the history of the districts flanking Darwin, and how the residents of those regions coped with the war. Comprehensive texts such as Alan Powell’s The Shadow’s Edge: Australia’s Northern War gloss over regions without significant non-Indigenous settlement. Regions such as Arnhem Land – where non-Indigenous settlement consisted of a few missionaries, a police station and a cattle station – have not yet received adequate attention.

This chapter scrutinises how World War II affected missionaries who remained in Arnhem Land. It focuses primarily on how the influx of soldiers and the concomitant demand for Yolngu labour impacted upon the assimilationist task of missions. Texts about World War II are not the only secondary sources that have overlooked this topic. General missionary histories have mostly neglected the Second World War and essentially move swiftly from the 1930s to the post-war period. The only historians who have addressed missionaries during the war to some degree are Robert Hall and John Harris. Hall discusses missionaries’ attempts to limit Aboriginal contact with soldiers, primarily in regions other than Arnhem Land. He argues that the interactions with soldiers created new opportunities for Aboriginal people in contrast to the limitations imposed by missionaries. John Harris goes into more depth about the wartime experience of Aboriginal people on missions. He discusses military employment, alliances with missionaries, and the consequences of the soldiers’ departure. Harris also suggests that the principal motive behind missionaries’ disapproval of soldiers was the missionaries’ concern to prevent the exploitation of Aboriginal women. While the protection of women probably influenced missionaries’ concerns about the soldiers’ presence, this chapter argues that the primary opposition stemmed from concerns about the soldiers’ interference with assimilation.

Noah Riseman recently completed his PhD in History at the University of Melbourne and currently lectures at Australian Catholic University. His thesis examines the impact of the military experiences of the Yolngu people of Arnhem Land during World War II, in a comparative context with Native American Navajo and Pacific Islander auxiliary units. Noah’s historical interests include Australian Indigenous, Pacific Islander, Native American, Australian, and United States history. This article was previously published in Melbourne Historical Journal in 2007.
The chapter details how Arnhem Land missionaries functioned during World War II, particularly in relation to the Aboriginal community. First, it outlines the origins of missionaries’ presence in Arnhem Land with specific attention paid to their assimilationist aims. It will also outline missionaries’ attitudes towards the supposed inferiority of Yolngu people and their culture. The chapter then shifts to World War II and describes the influx of soldiers and their labour relationship with Yolngu, analysing how missionaries responded to the soldiers’ presence and how their interests conflicted over the question of Yolngu labour. Missionaries were for the most part not concerned with the war, I argue, but were content to assist the military in coastwatching and search and rescue. They did not, however, support the interactions between Aboriginal residents and non-Aboriginal soldiers because they saw it as a challenge to their assimilationist aims. Their disapproval demonstrates that assimilation(ism) actually equated with the formation of a class of Aboriginal workers under missionary control rather than integrated (Christian) equals.

Missionaries in Arnhem Land: from foundations to World War II

A new type of white settler began arriving in Arnhem Land in the early twentieth century. A group of Adelaide Anglicans founded the Kapalga Mission on the South Alligator River in 1899, but by 1903 they had disbanded. The Anglican Church Missionary Society of Victoria established the Roper Mission on the Roper River in 1908, and this became the first permanent mission in Arnhem Land. The Church Missionary Society subsequently founded another site on Groote Eylandt in 1921 and Oenpelli Mission in west Arnhem Land in 1925. Other denominations also entered Arnhem Land: Methodists founded a settlement at Goulburn Island in 1916 and in 1923 established a second community at Milingimbi. Finally, Wilbur S. Chaseling founded Yirrkala mission in November 1934. The spread of missionaries in Arnhem Land proceeded with consultation among the different denominations and with the Department of the Interior. In 1914 the government actually carved Arnhem Land into different spheres of influence for the various church denominations in order to prevent overlap. The missionaries’ self-perception was one of humanitarianism and being a refuge from the violent clashes between Yolngu and settlers. For instance, the Reverend Thomas Webb in 1934 remarked:

The settler, in his concern to secure a material return from his enterprise, has elbowed these people out of his way, has forced them into a state of confusion, with many of the age-old foundations of their life destroyed, and has left to them the impossible task of finding their unaided way amid the mazes of this profoundly changed order of things.

The self-view of benevolence among missionaries was a skewed standpoint but one with some merit. Because missionaries’ aims were to proselytise and to assimilate Yolngu, they did not embark on the campaigns of violence and massacre that had characterised earlier white incursions into Arnhem Land.
The relations between local populations and the founding missionaries varied from mutual respect to outright antagonism. Although missionaries did not force Aboriginal locals to relocate to missions, they encouraged settlement at the stations to expedite the process of evangelism. Historian Gwenda Baker notes that missionaries often underwent a ‘process of assessment’ by the local Aboriginal populations to ensure their kindly intentions. The negotiations frequently engaged Indigenous people as active agents who permitted missionaries to establish settlements in the region. As Baker writes, ‘This gave the missionary the legitimacy and the clan support he needed to operate in the area’. The fact that Yolngu oral tradition portrays many missionaries favourably attests to the benevolent nature of many missionaries. Other Aboriginal testimonies present disapproving accounts of early missionaries. Bob Randall, a stolen generations survivor who resided at Croker Island mission between 1941 and 1942, and again after the war, remarks:

I hated the way the Iwaidja people were treated by the missionaries, who had burned down their windbreaks and wet season houses and chased them away from where they had lived for many generations, so the mission could be built. They did everything they could to destroy the Iwaidja people’s traditional lifestyle.

Mick Makani and Willi Walilepa of Galiwin’ku express similar disapproval of a Milingimbi missionary named Robertson who abused the local Aboriginal population. Makani remarks:

Ah, very bad man, Balanda, Robertson, and we killem him. We no dog, we no anything bad, anything, or work, anything. We man. We bin do. We bin do. We bin killem, we bin killem. Because you Balanda no good. You silly had you. Bad man you. After we, and we killem you. Like that. You understand it?

The murder of Robertson is an extreme example of the Aboriginal population of Arnhem Land rejecting the presence of abusive missionaries. To reconcile the slaying of Robertson with Baker’s comments about negotiated space, it seems clear that goodwill and benign treatment marked the difference between Aboriginal hostility and cooperation towards missionaries.

Missionary aims were not only to protect and convert Indigenous people but also to assimilate them. Assimilation(ism) has multiple definitions and connotations. Catherine McConaghy defined assimilationism as an ideology pursuing ‘a partial transformation, a mimicry, rather than an exact likeness. Assimilationism desires a colonial subject who is almost the same, but not quite’. By the end of the 1920s new government and anthropological ideas began to shift Indigenous policy from the aims of protection to assimilation. Assimilation as an official strategy did not come into play until the end of the 1930s, but in terms of actual practice missionaries began to discharge assimilationist aims in the 1920s and 1930s. Harold Thornell of Yirrkala Mission commented:
The whole purpose of teaching the Aborigines agriculture and other white man’s skills was to prepare them for their transition from their ancient and traditional way of life into the European style of living. The missions recognized that, if the Aborigines were to survive as a people, they must make that transition, no matter how difficult it would be. The time had come when they could no longer simply follow the old ways.

The paternalistic attitude of the missionaries implies a genuine wish to help Indigenous people through assimilation as a means to survival. Close scrutiny of both assimilationist tactics and reactions among other Indigenous people controverts the alleged munificence of the policy. For instance, missionaries sometimes inflicted severe punishments against mission residents who attempted to maintain established customs that missionaries considered undesirable. An extreme example is Bobby Randall’s recollection from Croker Island mission:

They just kept on flogging you. I don’t know why. It seemed as though they had a joy to beat the living daylights out of you, to almost kill you. When you’re nearly half dead then they’d stop beating you. I don’t think the punishment and the crime that was committed was—we were only playing dodge the spear. We played it many, many times we’d played that game.

Historians Ted Egan and John Harris describe abuse of casual labour on Groote Eylandt and poor food supplies in the missions. Punishments included deprivation of privileges, whippings, plainer food, scolding, and sometimes expulsion.

Callous castigation was one source of resentment between Yolngu and missionaries, but even more contentious was the tactic of child removal. Clancy Warrawilya of Groote Eylandt reminisces:

First time, like you know, old people, old people didn’t know the Europeans see. And then they used to be frightened about like you know, seeing the Europeans. Well same with us. But, like, one day then few went out and look for the people, hunt around for the people. Not really hunt for the grown up, but he hunt for the kids, to bring the kids to school. And he went all around, foot walk, until he find, like you know, the man with a family. Then he ask to get the boys or girls.

Child removal was a widespread government device to implement assimilation throughout Australia, but in Arnhem Land it was limited predominantly to coerced (rather than blatantly forced) custody of multi-racial children on Groote Eylandt in the east and Croker Island in the west. Nevertheless, Warrawilya’s testimony clearly shows Aboriginal contempt for missionaries even trying to take children from their families.

Scrutiny of the entire situation of missionary-Yolngu relations in Arnhem Land prior to World War II reveals a series of paradoxes and contradictions. Missionaries
proclaimed kindly motives and adhered to their objectives in the sense that they did not embark on campaigns of massacre and destruction. Many missionaries did indeed cultivate positive relationships with Yolngu that resulted in their being welcomed into the community. Yet other incidents of brutal treatment suggest that many other Yolngu distrusted missionaries. Various accounts express resentment for assimilation policies not only because of the tactics, but also because of the objective: to sever them from Indigenous customs. Although missionaries clearly did not engage in acts of mass violence and physical genocide, the assimilationist objectives point to the continuing denigration of Yolngu culture. The missionary mindset continued the trend of colonial disregard for Indigenous ways of life that characterised the relationship between the two societies since first contact.

By the onset of World War II the various missionary denominations were well and truly embedded in Arnhem Land. Each religious denomination and individual missionary took a different approach to the manner and extent to which assimilation would be promoted. For instance, Gordon Sweeney remarked that ‘Our policy [at Goulburn Island], given out by the chairman, was to interfere as little as possible with Aboriginal culture, but learn as much as we could of it and work with it’. A document entitled ‘Report on Goulburn Island Mission. 1933’ similarly stated, ‘Tribal Organization. This apparently survives more or less completely amongst the natives who come in contact with the Mission. The Mission policy aims at avoiding interference in this matter’. Photographs taken at Goulburn Island and Milingimbi serve as evidence of the guidelines through their depiction of mission life in the 1930s. While photos show Aboriginal residents engaged in assimilationist activities such as agriculture, the same photos also show elements of traditional Aboriginal society, such as the women’s torsos/breasts still exposed, and the men carrying woomeras and spears. The Church Missionary Society policy espoused a similar blend of the two cultures to ‘advance’ Yolngu civilisation. Its 1944 ‘Constitution and Policy’ declared:

that the natives shall not be cut off from their own tribal life, but rather that the Mission shall aim at the far more difficult task of helping those natives to build up the Kingdom of God on the basis of their old tribal organisation and customs, where those are not opposed to Christianity.

On Groote Eylandt the proposed aims represented concrete assimilation more than they did the blending of two cultures. Donald Fowler observed:

The ultimate objective in this aboriginal work [on Groote Eylandt] is to have all the aborigines housed in small huts made by themselves and for all the aborigines to be able to work in the Mission gardens and not only be paid for this work but to receive a portion of the production.

Other missionaries such as the Methodist Reverend Thomas Webb sought ‘a modification of the character and habits of the Aborigines’. Webb would accept the preservation of Yolngu customs not deemed intrinsically oppositional to the missionary way
of life. A Church Missionary Society report even went so far as to determine at one point, ‘The Groote aboriginal is myall, the Roper detribalised, the Oenpelli people for the most part an intermediate stage’. Despite the differing approaches and various ‘levels’ of assimilation, Webb summarised all missionaries’ aims succinctly thus: ‘we believe that by the time white settlement reaches this district, as no doubt ultimately will do, these aborigines will in a measure at least be prepared for its impact, and will be able to take some worth-while place in it’.

Soldiers employing Yolngu

World War II did not usher permanent settlers into Arnhem Land, but it certainly hastened the presence of non-Indigenous visitors foreseen by Webb in 1932. The rising number of military personnel in Arnhem Land as the war progressed paralleled a mounting demand for Aboriginal assistance as labourers and trackers. Groote Eylandt was one such locale. As early as June 1940 the Royal Australian Air Force (RAAF) had provided the mission with the Navy Code, officially making it a coastwatcher station. At the request of the RAAF, the Reverend Len Harris and Indigenous labourers cleared two runways and built huts to serve as emergency landing strips on Groote Eylandt. The Reverend G.R. (Dick) Harris noted that by May 1942 the majority of persons travelling to Arnhem Land were RAAF soldiers. He wrote:

At this time—May, June, July 1942—the R.A.A.F. personnel, and many others, were on ‘tender hooks’ [sic] fully expecting a Japanese invasion of the Eylandt, reckoning the strategy of the Japs would be to take over the Eylandt and then to cut off the top of Australia by invading the country through the Roper River Valley westwards.

By August 1942, the permanent presence of the RAAF on Groote Eylandt had solicited labour from the majority of men from the mission station. At the RAAF base the Aboriginal men worked in the gardens, guarded the aerodrome, and prepared to ambush potential Japanese invaders. Some men performed tasks with the boats and Catalinas, such as painting, and the RAAF men occasionally rewarded them with a glass of beer. By July 1945 Groote Eylandters were working to clear a new airstrip on the north side of the island.

The essential role that Aboriginal people provided for the maintenance of the RAAF base at Groote Eylandt demonstrates the necessity for Indigenous support, labour, and skills for managing the frontline of north Australia. Mission records, government papers, and oral testimony provide similar examples of the critical war work Aboriginal people performed across Arnhem Land. In western Arnhem Land, an RAAF unit constructed a 4,500 yard airstrip and aerodrome only two miles from the Milingimbi mission. The aerodrome became necessary after the Japanese bombed Milingimbi twice during the war, destroying the church and killing at least one Aboriginal person. Some of the most significant dealings between Yolngu and RAAF soldiers occurred near Yirrkala. In 1940 the RAAF squadron No. 13 began construction of an air base at Mel-
ville Bay—present-day Gove—only seven kilometres from Yirrkala. The army set up a radar station there in January 1944, as well as anti-aircraft batteries in the bush. The massive task of constructing the Gove airbase required significant Aboriginal labour. Air Force soldiers recall positive relations between the two cultures. Kevin Graham states:

they [Yolngu] were happy to see it [Gove airstrip] I think. Happy to see the bulk of the RAAF people. They had a good time there. They had a good time with us too because later on when the liberty ships came in we got a jeep to run around and whenever you moved you were crowded with piccaninnies, they were all over you.

The increasing interactions between Aboriginal people and non-Indigenous soldiers on Groote Eylandt and at Gove—similarly to the effects across the north—provided some tangible benefits for the Indigenous residents. Aboriginal people at Groote Eylandt had access to both the RAAF doctor and dentist, who even visited Groote Eylandt Mission in March 1943. When an American Intelligence officer visited in June-July 1943, he brought flour as a gift for the Aboriginal residents. Government inspector H.C. Evans reported that the work at Gove advanced Yolngu skills in industry, construction, and English for those Yolngu in the Yirrkala area. There were also benefits of earned wages, which would lead to discontent with the return to mission life post-war. Some Aboriginal women learned new skills through their work in wireless telegraphy stations. Overall the interracial relationships brought a sense of appreciation for their services to the non-Indigenous soldiers stationed in Arnhem Land. In 1944 Gough Whitlam (later Prime Minister) was one member of the RAAF stationed at Gove in 1944. He summarised in 1997: ‘The inhabitants [of Arnhem Land] and the intruders went their own ways but their contacts were friendly and healthy. We intruders observed how best to catch fish to supplement our rations’. A 1943 article in Melbourne newspaper the Argus expressed appreciation thus: ‘In the acid test of war they have proved themselves steadfast, resourceful, and possessed of a high degree of intelligence. They have played a magnificent, though unspectacular, part in holding this country against enemy attack.’

While the war work brought new skills to Aboriginal people in Arnhem Land, the work did little in terms of providing social or economic opportunities because of the continuing colonial restrictions imposed on Indigenous labour. One example is the ongoing matter of wages and compensation. Dick Harris wrote:

Most of the able bodied men were now “pressed” into service with the R.A.A.F. [Groote]. They were employed in making bomb dumps, clearing roads, off loading supplies from ships, to accompany guards on duty, and in the kitchen. Initially these men worked for their keep, that is food and tobacco.
Often Indigenous people still suffered food and clothing shortages for months without complaint.\textsuperscript{59} Those Aboriginal people who helped in the creation of the airfields at Milingimbi only received tobacco as payment.\textsuperscript{60} For those lucky enough to receive wages, there was difficulty in terms of accessing the money because of the manner in which the military administered the funds. The RAAF billed the majority of Indigenous labour on Groote Eylandt simply as handling drums of fuel, which did not account for the wide array of work noted above. The RAAF paid wages to the Church Missionary Society, which in turn placed the money into trust rather than dispensing the funds to Aboriginal labourers.\textsuperscript{61} Even though the Aboriginal workers did not see the wages directly, missionaries still complained about the inadequate level of compensation. Len Harris wrote, ‘Some 12 single natives have been employed by the R.A.A.F. of late but I trust even less natives will be required soon. I do not consider the sum of 5/- per week plus food as adequate payment for their work’.\textsuperscript{62}

Thus overall the interactions between white soldiers and Indigenous labourers proved to be one of ‘appreciative colonialism’. The white soldiers recognised the Aboriginal assistance, and they were more than happy to acknowledge it in reports. The valiant Aboriginal assistance also shows how adept the Indigenous inhabitants of Arnhem Land were at negotiating survival in different cultural spheres—Indigenous, mission, and military. Nonetheless, military officials never saw the Yolngu as equals and—intentionally or inadvertently—perpetuated the colonial mindset characteristic of white Australia. The lack of adequate compensation for Indigenous labourers continued to highlight their inequitable situation despite performing vital tasks necessary both for the military’s defence of Arnhem Land, and for the survival of non-Indigenous troops in the region.

**Missionaries’ reaction to soldiers**

The presence of soldiers and the new relationships between the military and Indigenous people also had an impact on the extant relationships between Aboriginal people and missionaries because the war interrupted missionaries’ assimilationist work. The missionaries throughout Arnhem Land were more than happy to work as coastwatchers for Naval Intelligence since the late 1920s to 1940.\textsuperscript{63} Often, the Aboriginal residents at the missions assisted in coastwatching duties in the missions’ surrounding areas.\textsuperscript{64} The defensive needs of the region became more pronounced when the Japanese bombed Milingimbi and Goulburn Island missions in early 1943.\textsuperscript{65} After that the Goulburn Island mission maintained a motor-launch ferry service to the RAAF radar post on North Goulburn Island.\textsuperscript{66} While missionaries recognised that war matters necessitated the employment of Yolngu, they were not pleased with soldiers’ ‘interference’ with the missionary assimilationist work.

One reason missionaries resented the heightened demand for Indigenous labour was that, prior to the Japanese bombings in early 1943, missionaries did not express sentiments of fear or danger. The missions that housed Aboriginal children at Croker Island and Groote Eylandt were the exceptions to this rule: from these missions, the children and female staff were evacuated.\textsuperscript{67} Margaret Somerville, who lived at Croker Island, ex-
pressed in a letter: ‘Except for our isolation, we’re as safe here as anywhere—we’re off the route to Darwin! We’re not worrying at all—we know everything that can be done is being done from man’s side + whether we go or stay we leave entirely in Higher Hands than ours’. Her attitude suggests that the residents were not expecting impending assault; rather, they prepared for such an event only because of external orders.

Many mission logbooks have gaps during the war, but others maintain records with a very business-as-usual approach. The gaps account for periods when – either due to evacuation of mission staff or delays in transport – there was no one keeping records at the respective mission. In the records that still exist from the war period, entries such as ‘It is good to be back in the regular routine again; The Dry Season is indeed with us now’ suggest intentional avoidance of the war and/or genuine comfort with the situation. The Roper River Mission monthly reports do have gaps, but the entries during the war only refer to daily mission happenings such as school and treating illness. The few references to the war were haphazard, either as descriptions of recent Aboriginal coastwatching patrols or records of planes spotted. Only incidents such as the bombing of Milingimbi or the discovery of a washed-up Japanese mine ‘made us realise how very close we were to the war zone’. Even the end of the war only received a passing reference in Groote Eylandt records, with the community diary stating ‘Rejoice that War over. Rejoice in the Lord’. The Roper River log did not even mention the war’s end.

The main reason that missionaries expressed disapproval with the war was because the military disturbed their assimilationist work. Missionary publications from the 1930s-40s consistently described the need for absolute segregation of the Arnhem Land Reserve to preclude interracial contact. Although segregation suggests a protectionist agenda, the practice was also a fundamental characteristic of assimilationism. As Cathryn McConaghy argues, segregation as a strategy was not oppositional to assimilationism because assimilationists ‘actually promoted segregation for the implementation of policy aims and social re-engineering projects’. The military employing Aboriginal labourers clearly disrupted these aims. Subtle disapproval emerged in statements such as the Groote Eylandt report: ‘All native men available working for R.A.A.F. Three only on Mission work’. Taken in isolation one might read this entry as a neutral statement of fact, but other log entries imply a pattern of displeasure. For instance, another record from June 1943 states: ‘Chapel services begin sunrise in order to get attendance from increased number of natives working for R.A.A.F.’. The pattern emerging through such records suggests that missionaries perceived Indigenous work with the RAAF as an inconvenience for the mission. One might think that the work with white soldiers would be compatible with the missionaries’ ultimate aim of assimilation. Working with non-Indigenous soldiers would expose Aboriginal people to the work ethic of white society, while concurrently providing skills and ‘detribalising’ them. Missionaries considered that Yolŋu were not ready for contact with white persons, however. Len Harris of Groote Eylandt worried ‘that their contact with white people is not in their best interests’. John Harris highlights that missionaries believed that exposure to white military personnel would corrupt and demoralise Indigenous people.

To limit contact with soldiers, Rupert Kentish of Yirrkala required Yolŋu labourers to return to camps at night that were prohibited to soldiers. Kentish still found it
difficult to enforce this regulation. One incident validates, to an extent, the missionary desires to inhibit interracial contact. Reverend Canon G.R. Harris wrote:

Rupert [Kentish] told us of the difficulty he experienced in keeping the [Yirrkala] Mission area free of Army personnel: of one instance of a soldier who came into the grounds shooting with a .303 rifle—of how he knocked the fellow down, threw him into the back of a utility, drove him to Army Headquarters and said to the C.O., ‘Keep your men at home.’ Thereafter he had much less bother in keeping the Army off the Mission!82

Clearly in this situation the intervention of the missionary protected the Yolngu residents from potential violence. The soldier’s behaviour and the missionary’s reaction are reminiscent of the protectionist motivations that originally drove missionarics into Arnhem Land. This is the only violent episode mentioned in documents from Arnhem Land during the war; as such it is unclear whether or not it was an isolated incident. Certainly if the military acted aggressively then the missionary mediation was in the best interests of Yolngu. As mentioned earlier, however, documents and oral testimonies suggest that generally the relations among Yolngu and the armed forces were constructive. While in this case missionary intervention seems justified, in other cases interference may have been unwarranted or excessive.83

Missionaries also worried that after the war Yolngu would be unwilling to return to their mission jobs and conditions. Even before the war, missionaries such as Thomas Webb worried that Yolngu who could find work would leave Arnhem Land for Darwin. This would lead to a ‘brain drain’ as the most skilled and intelligent Yolngu left behind a deteriorating populace.84 Leonard Kentish similarly wrote in 1937, ‘One wonders what chances tribal groups will have of surviving for long when some of their best youths are allowed to detribalise in the town and lose all vital contact with their own people’.85 The fears of Yolngu displeasure eventually did come to fruition at Yirrkala. In 1951 H.C. Evans wrote that Yolngu who returned to the mission after working with the RAAF at Gove were disgruntled because they could not use the skills they had learned nor earn wages for mission work.86 The missionary attitude suggests that concern for Yolngu welfare was a secondary consideration to their assimilationist work. As Robert Hall argues, missionaries worried that increasing interactions among Aboriginal people and soldiers would undermine the authority and influence of missionaries.87 Rather than support Yolngu enterprise and opportunities to advance themselves through work with white soldiers, missionaries preferred that Aboriginal people stay at the missions. One might think that missionaries would support Yolngu working for white employers such as the RAAF, but it was not the case. Rather, the assimilation(ism) advocated by missionaries entailed their vision of Indigenous Christians working for the missionaries.

Although missionaries disapproved of direct Aboriginal employment with the armed forces, they were proud of Indigenous people who contributed to mission coastwatching. Missionaries considered coastwatching tiresome because it interrupted other activities, but as J.S. Harris summarised, ‘one begrudges the time but still it has to be done’.88 Coastwatching in remote regions provided Yolngu with productive work that
concomitantly precluded unwarranted interracial contact with the military. Some
costwatching tasks successfully detected Japanese raids on Darwin that approached
over Arnhem Land. While most patrols were routine, sometimes the military re-
quested special reconnaissance to investigate rumoured Japanese presence in Arnhem
Land. Some Yolngu patrols led to the rescue of crashed American and Australian air-
men. The fact that missionaries appreciated Yolngu costwatchers while concurrently
criticising the military demonstrates the missionary determination to maintain au-
thority. Assimilation(ism) was acceptable and encouraged, but only as long as it func-
tioned within a framework of mission power relations. Military employment disturbed
missionaries’ dominance, and as such they opposed soldiers’ interference in Arnhem
Land.

Conclusion

Overall the war did not change the attitudes of missionaries towards Yolngu. As this
chapter has shown, missionaries had a long history of promoting assimilation(ism) in
Arnhem Land by the onset of World War II. This is not to say that all relations between
Aboriginal people and missionaries were hostile; merely, the missionaries’ (sometimes
welcomed) presence had assimilationist motives. Although some missions such as
Croker Island evacuated during the war, the majority continued to operate, albeit with a
shortage of supplies and staff. Missionaries continued their assimilationist efforts even
when confronted with the possibility of Japanese invasion. Missionaries allowed the
military to use their Indigenous residents as labour, but they were not happy because
they considered it interfered with their delicate assimilationist work. The hard war work
of Aboriginal people in Arnhem Land—both as costwatchers and as military employ-
ees—did not change missionaries’ determination or colonial relationship.

The end of the war marked not only a continuation of the status quo, but also a ha-
stened approach to assimilation(ism). The 1950s and 1960s entailed the Commonwealth
government’s endorsement and implementation of assimilation policies. John Harris
argues that this was a consequence of Indigenous service ‘proving’ to the military that
they were ‘ready’ to assimilate as citizens. In Arnhem Land this translated to gov-
ernment encouraging Indigenous settlement in townships such as Maningrida and
Galiwin’ku. Assimilation in Arnhem Land led to overcrowding, unemployment, and
substance abuse. Missionaries continued to be proprietors of assimilation(ism) through
the 1950s, but their attitudes began to shift by the 1960s. The influx of miners to Arnhem
Land led missionaries to champion self-determination and land rights. Calls for self-
determination seem a reversal of policy, but in actuality they continued to align with
consistent mission objectives. Missionaries deemed the adverse social effects of hastened
assimilation to be consequences of unmitigated exposure to the allegedly corrupting
vices of white society. Assimilation happened but, as in the wartime, it was not under
the terms laid out by missionaries. As such missionaries changed tack; the task to as-
similate Yolngu under mission patronage entered a new phase that reformulated mis-
missionaries as allies against the settler regime—not a stark departure from their wartime
position.
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